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e1: Define and give an example ,o. "u"[o]ii"'Lii;fl, 
'L$ ir:.."t4'i'' iP !r+lt ,i]').

1' Normal subgroup 2. Endomorphism of group 3. Fierd 4. permutation.
Q2: A. Explain the relationship between the following
1. Maximal ideal and prime ideal. 2. Cyclicgroup and abelain group.

B. Show that (H,.) is a subgroup of (G,.), where H ={2": neZ} and G :R_{0).

Q3: Prove or disprove any four of the following

1.Any abelain grOup is sil■ lplc 2 Any ncld is a divisiOn ring.

3. The union of two cycric groups is also cyclic. 4. Every group of index 2 is normal.

5.A multiplication group can't be isomorphic to an additive group.

Qa: prove that

1. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and I be a maximar ideal of R. Then the. quotient ring R/I is a field.
2. Every group oforder less than or equal to 5 is abelain.

Q5: A. Define the symmetric group 53 . Then find

i. Cent(S3) 2. All normal subgroups of 53 3. A: 4. 53 / A3
. Let G be a group oforder 60. Is there exist a subgroup ofG oforder 24? Exprainyour answ

Q6: Answer any one of the following

A. State and prove the first isomorphism theorem.

B. Prove that, if I is an ideal of the ring Z of integer numbers then I:<n>, for some neZ*u{0

Q7: A' Let G be a group. Show that G is abelain iff the mapping f:G+G defined by f(x):a-r,
VxeG is an automorphism.

B. Let R=(Ze,+q ,.q). Find 1. char(R) 2. Nilpotent ideals of R 3. prime ideals of

Qs: Define the Boolean ring and prove that every Boolean ring is commutative. Is the

converse true? Explain your answer.
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Note: Answer only five of the following questions.

Ql: Define and give exaurple orr each of the fbllowing
a) Metric space b) Open cover
c) Derived set d) Cauchy sequence.

the uncountable set, aud prove the set of all real numbers is uncountable set.
that, a set ^9 is closed iff its complement is open set.

Q3: In any metric space (X,d), prove or disprove the following
a) If ,4 C X, then A g B, for every closed set B C X such that A e B.
b) ,4 n B is compact set, whenever A is closed set and B is compact set.

Q4'
a) Prou" that, if tpra, is a series o,f nonnegative numbers with S,-: at*az+...*an,
then ![r on converges iff its partial sLrms {S,} form a bounded sequence.
b) Show that, if /(z) has a limit at p, then this limit is unique.

Q5'
a) Compare the continuity rvith uniform continuity, and explain that by examples.
b) Show by example that if / is continuous function at a point then / is not
differentiable at the same poitrt.

is continuous on lo, bl, /'(r) exists at some point z € (a, b), g is deflned
contains the range of /, and g is differentiable at /(r). Then
t)), a 1t { b is differentiable at r, and h'(r): g'(f (t)) f'(").

(14 marks)

(14 marks)

(14 rrrarhs)

(14 marks)

(14 marks)

Good Luck.

(14 marlis)
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tr 2 31

r/ Let n=l + S 6 I oisptay trre results the following commands

lrse]
a)Eigen value and Eigen vectors b)SOrt COlumnsin ascending order c)sum Of diagonal elements

d)Average value of A e)A(1:2′ 1:2:3)=lf)A(3:1)=lg)determinant of A

Q2}a)use Wh‖ e statementto ind the z

Z={f117 Wherex=Lλユ…10
b) Create a matrix c if

1  1  1  1  6

1  1  1  5  1

ο=ll 1 4 1 1

1  3  1  1  1

2  1  1  1  1

}COnJderthe following two polynomials

α(χ)=″
5+7χ 4+6χ3+χ 2+I Find using matlab

ι(χ)=x3+4χ
2+05■ +1

1) Find the roots of b 2) multiply a by b 3) divide a by b 4) derive the polynomial a(x)

5) Find a(x) + b(x) 6) creating symbolic form of b(x) 7) evaluate a(;r) at the value x=4'

create a mattab function called( se) to compute the following numbers 1,,!,7,3,5,9,11,37,...

Where sr=5r=5r=1find S1 s2 ,S3,'."",sn

) a) for the following functions

ツ1=ど Where

G00D LUCK

ry)=lx+xc

x= [-0.5 0.1 0.15 0.2] plot y1 and y2 on same figure window and same y axis and added the title, x and y labels

2

' ,l ,d,
b)Findtheintegrationnumericallyandexactlysolutionbyusingmatlabprogramfor/(x)=J,

I
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Q1. Let G be a plane graph without loops, and let G* be a geometric dual of G.

Then prove that G is k-colourable(v) if and only if G* is k-colourable(f).

Q2. If T is any spanning forest of a graph G, then prove that

(i) each cutset of G has an edge in common with 7n;

(ii) each cycle of G has an edge in common with the complement of T.

Q3:a) Find the chromatic polynomials of

b) FindGl[G2] and G1 * Gz where Gt:Pz and Gz = Kz

Q4: Prove that in a bipartite graph a complete matchingof VlintoV2 exists if there is

a positive integer m such that degree of every vertex inV12 m > degree of every

vertex inV2.

Q5: If G is a simple graph with largest vertex-degree P, then prove that G is

(P+1)-colourable.

Q6:a ) Which of the following graphs are Eulerian? semi-Eulerian?

(i) the complete graph K7?

(ii) the complete bipartite graph Kr,s?

b) Find the center and radius, and the diameter of G.
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Ql) Use Euler predictor corector method to compute y(0.1) and given that ( r2M)

y'-3y'-4y -0 where /(0)=1, !'(0)=2 h=o.1

Q2)S01ve the difference equation Zん +2~Zヵ +l― zた =cOS(た ) (12M)

Q3) Solve the following boundary value problem using finite difference rnethod

given that     
寡

+;:|+χノ =0 ノ(0)=1  ノ(l)=0(h=1/4)(12M)
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Q5)S01ve the partial differential equatiOn ▽2ク

(χ ,ノ )=χ with the cOnditiOns

ク0,0)=0  ,″ o,10)=0 ′ν(0,ノ )=0 ,ン (20,ノ )=100h=k=5

Q6) Find the approximate value of A, B, and c using Galerkin,s rnethod

y(0):y(1):0 and yo(x)=x(t -x)A +*211- x)B +r311 _xp

(12M)

(12M)

~タ  ニ■
~

(12M)
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QI/ Design the network represents the following activities, then find the critical path.
(r4 M)

octivity Inuneeliote
Predecessor

Duratiort
Time

∠ 6
β ∂

C ∠ J
D И イ

E B,D 6
F B,C,D Iθ

G E J

Q2/Find the basic solution for the fotlowing G.M) by using (leost cost methocl), then
ind tlte optimal solution. ″イブリ

fθθ

f2θ

f2θ

イθ  5θ  7θ  9θ  9θ                             ¬

郎 〃 SliFg rraι ″
“
α′

“
ιJraθ″

`θ

′
“
″滋ι η rlimα′sθル″θ

“
げ 滋ιル JJa″J“g“.20′

Min Z=xl+2x2
s″b." χ′+3,の≧ff

2χfへ2≧ 9
χルχ2≧ θ

(141νI)

Q4/Solve thefollowing Assignntent problem usirtg the Hungarian methotl.(14 M)

′

・ ′ 6 9

6 イ 3 5 ア

j 2 6 イ ∂

F 2 J イ 5

″ ∂ J 7 6 2

J2 5 f イ 9 J

刀 6 θ f 7 イ

〃 ∂ J ∂ 2 ∂

万 イ I 5 θ f
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Q1/Using Big-M method toJind the optimal solution of thefollowing (L.P.P):
ル働χZ-2 χI+θ χ2 (14 M)
sub. to xI+ 2x2 < 4

xl+ x2 :3
xl,x2>0

Q6/ Solve the following payoff matrix to find the best strotegies and tlre value of the
gome: (Use the graphical method) (14 M)

B1 32 B3

A1 ノ J fθ

A2 ∂ 5 2

GθθD二びα
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Note:Answer only flve questions.

(14 marks)for eaCh question.

ュ⊇(a)Find a partial differential equation arising fr6m χ+ノ +α =/(χ
2+ノ2_″ 2)

(b)USe charpit's Method to sOlve the partial differential equation:

16′
2"2+992ν 2+4夕 2_4=0

02)(a)SOIVe by using Lagrange mcthOd:

χ(ノ
2_ク 2)券

+ノ (ク

2_χ 2)等
=ν (χ

2_ノ 2)

(b)SOIVe the partial differential equatiOn: (:F)2χ
2=“

(夕

_ノ

券 )

螢hツピ欄Tお夕讐戦:「》Ψ
山̈

う

Qビ】USe separation of variables method tO solve:

∂
2ク  ∂″

扉
+万 =α  WhCre ″(0,y)=O  α′グ

  Ψ
=sin 2χ +sin 3χ

′            .l｀

fttn(a)solVe by using Laplace transform the partial differential equatiOn

宰=9宰 ,ズ0か 0,ズ2か 0,んの=20"n2π -10」n5π α′グの(為の=0
∂′

(b)If  毬(鶏 y)=χF(2χ +3「)iS a general solution of a partial differential equatiOn

χ
努

-2`v:} ==21 , then flnd the particular solution that satisfy the conditiOn

u(1′ y)=y2.

06)(a)PrOVe that Fourier cosine transform of/(χ )=COS(χ), 0<χ <3 is:

(ツ
+T)

(b) Solve by using Fourier transform the partial differential equation:

O'u rn Ou Az- n ,.t.- / n\ n Ou(}rt) -t

--l}u=* 
, x) 0,1>0 where u(x,O)-Q ,r =e-' and limu(x,t)=Qax' of ox 'x-)@

上
傷


